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NEUTRINO INTERACTIONS IN DENSE MATTER�M. PrakashDepartment of Physis & AstronomyState University of New York at Stony BrookStony Brook, New York 11794-3800, U.S.A.(Reeived Otober 29, 1999)Even the elusive neutrinos an get trapped, but they eventually esape!PACS numbers: 13.15.+g, 26.60.+, 97.60.Jd1. IntrodutionMany fundamental and intrinsi properties of neutrinos play a ruialrole in astrophysial phenomena suh as ore-ollapse supernovae. Neutri-nos drive supernova dynamis from beginning to end: they beome trappedwithin the star's ore early in the ollapse, forming a vast energeti reser-voir, and their eventual emission from the proton�neutron star is prodigiousenough � ontaining nearly all the energy (� 1053 ergs) released in theexplosion � to dramatially ontrol subsequent events. Thus investigationsof both mirosopi issues onerning neutrino physis in dense matter andthe marosopi onsequenes for supernovae, from the neutrino driven ex-plosion to the observation of neutrinos in terrestrial detetors are needed.Among the important theoretial issues to be eluidated are:� neutrino �avor mixing,� �-matter interations inluding strangeness,� strong interations at high baryon densities via �-matter interations,� the role of neutrinos in the supernova mehanism,� the role of neutrinos in the supernova r�proess nuleosynthesis,� supernova reli neutrinos and osmology.� Presented at the XXIII International Shool of Theoretial Physis�Reent Developments in Theory of Fundamental Interations�, Ustro«, Poland,September 15�22, 1999. (3187)



3188 M. PrakashThe large neutrino �ux from a proto�neutron star (PNS) plays at leasttwo potentially important roles in the supernova environment. First, the su-pernova explosion itself may depend on neutrino heating to propel a shokstalled by aretion. Seond, the neutrino-driven wind o� the PNS thatdevelops after shok lift-o� may be a suitable site for the synthesis of heavyelements produed by the rapid neutron apture, or r-proess, whose pro-dution site remains obsure. Further progress in these issues will dependupon a thorough understanding of the PNS neutrino emission.The neutrinos of all �avors (e; �; �) emitted from newly formed neutronstars in supernova explosions are the only diret probe of the mehanism ofsupernovae and the struture of proto�neutron stars. The handful of neu-trino events observed from SN 1987A [1,2℄ attest to this fat. More intrigu-ingly, the three �avors of neutrino �uxes from a Galati supernova ouldbe distinguished by the new generation of neutrino detetors [3℄. The super-nova neutrino signals would furnish an opportunity to probe the propertiesof neutrinos and dense matter in regions that are inaessible to terrestrialexperiments.Therefore, reliable alulations of PNS neutrino emission are an impor-tant priority. I will therefore begin by summarizing the developments todate and then point out diretions for future study.2. Evolution of proto�neutron starsA proto�neutron star (PNS) forms in the aftermath of a suessful su-pernova explosion as the stellar remnant beomes gravitationally deoupledfrom the expanding ejets. The essential mirophysial ingredients thatgovern the marophysial evolution of the PNS in the so-alled Kelvin�Helmholtz epoh, during whih the remnant hanges from a hot and lepton-rih PNS to a old and deleptonized neutron star, are the equation of state(EOS) of dense matter and its assoiated neutrino opaity. Among theharateristis of matter that widely vary among EOS models are their rela-tive ompressibilities (important in determining the theoretial neutron starmaximum mass), symmetry energies (important in determining the typialstellar radius and in the relative n; p; e, and �e abundanes) and spei�heats (important in determining the loal temperatures). These hara-teristis play important roles in determining the matter's omposition, inpartiular the possible presene of strange omponents (suh as hyperons, akaon ondensate, or quark matter). These harateristis also signi�antlya�et alulated neutrino opaities and di�usion time sales.The evolution of a PNS proeeds through several distint stages [4, 5℄and with various outomes, as shown shematially in Fig. 1. Immediatelyfollowing ore boune and the passage of a shok through the outer PNS's



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3189mantle, the star ontains an unshoked, low entropy ore of mass M '0:7 M� in whih neutrinos are trapped. The ore is surrounded by a lowdensity, high entropy (s = 5�10) mantle that is both areting matter fallingthrough the shok and rapidly losing energy due to beta deays and neutrinoemission. The mantle extends to the shok, whih is temporarily stationaryat a radius of about 200 km prior to an eventual explosion.

Fig. 1. The main stages of evolution of a neutron starAfter a few seonds, aretion beomes less important if the supernovais suessful and the shok lifts o� the stellar envelope. Extensive neutrinolosses and deleptonization of the mantle will have led to loss of lepton pres-sure and ollapse of the mantle. If enough aretion ours, the star's massould exeed the maximum mass of the hot, lepton-rih matter and it ol-lapses to form a blak hole. In this event, neutrino emission is believed toquikly ease [6℄.Neutrino di�usion deleptonizes and heats the ore on time sales of10�15 s. The ore's maximum entropy is reahed at the end of deleptoniza-tion. Strangeness ould now appear, in whih ase the maximum masswill derease, leading to another possibility of blak hole formation [7℄. Ifstrangeness does not appear, the maximum mass instead inreases duringdeleptonization and the appearane of a blak hole would be less likely.The PNS is now lepton-poor, but it is still hot. While the star has zeronet neutrino number, thermally produed neutrino pairs of all �avors areabundant and dominate the emission. The star ools, the average neutrinoenergy dereases, and the neutrino mean free path inreases. After approx-imately 50 seonds, the star beomes transparent to neutrinos and �nallyahieves a old, atalyzed on�guration.Neutrino observations from a galati supernova will illuminate thesestages. The observables will onern time sales for deleptonization andooling and the star's binding energy. Dimensionally, di�usion time sales



3190 M. Prakashare proportional to R2(�)�1, where R is the star's radius and � is thee�etive neutrino mean free path. This generi relation illustrates how boththe EOS and the omposition, whih determine both R and �, in�ueneevolutionary time sales. Additional EOS dependene enters through therate at whih the lepton number is lost from the star. The total bindingenergy is a stellar mass indiator.2.1. Evolution equationsThe equations that govern the transport of energy and lepton numberare obtained from the Boltzmann equation for massless partiles [4, 8�10℄.We will fous on the non-magneti, spherially symmetri situation. Forthe PNS problem, �uid veloities are small enough so that hydrostati equi-librium is nearly ful�lled. Under these onditions, the neutrino transportequations in a stationary metrids2 = �e2�dt2 + e2�dr2 + r2d�2 + r2 sin2 � d�2 (1)are: �(N�=nB)�t + �(e�4�r2F�)�a = e�SNnB ; (2)�(J�=nB)�t + P� �(1=nB)�t + e���(e2�4�r2H�)�a = e�SEnB ; (3)where nB is the baryon number density and a is the enlosed baryon numberinside a sphere of radius r. The quantities N� , F� , and SN are the numberdensity, number �ux and number soure term, respetively, while J� , H�,P� , and SE are the neutrino energy density, energy �ux, pressure, and theenergy soure term, respetively.In the absene of aretion, the enlosed baryon number a is a onve-nient Lagrangian variable. The equations to be solved split naturally into atransport part, whih has a strong time dependene, and a struture part,in whih evolution is muh slower. Expliitly, the struture equations are�r�a = 14�r2nBe� ; �m�a = �nBe� ; (4)���a = e�4�r4nB �m+ 4�r3P � ; �P�a = �(�+ P ) e�4�r4nB �m+ 4�r3P �:(5)The quantities m (enlosed gravitational mass), � (mass�energy density),and P (pressure) inlude ontributions from the leptons. To obtain the



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3191equations employed in the transport, Eq. (2) may be ombined with theorresponding equation for the eletron fration�Ye�t = �e�SNnB (6)to obtain �YL�t + e�� �(e�4�r2F�)�a = 0 : (7)Similarly, Eq. (3) may be ombined with the matter energy equationdUdt + P d(1=nB)dt = �e�SEnB ; (8)where U is the spei� internal energy and use of the �rst law of thermody-namis yields e�T �s�t + e��� �YL�t + e�� �e2�4�r2H��a = 0 ; (9)where s is the entropy per baryon.2.2. The equilibrium di�usion approximationAt high density and for temperatures above several MeV, the soureterms in the Boltzmann equation are su�iently strong to ensure that neu-trinos are in thermal and hemial equilibrium with the ambient matter.Thus, the neutrino distribution funtion in these regions is both nearlyFermi�Dira and isotropi. We an approximate the distribution funtionas an expansion in terms of Legendre polynomials to O(�), whih is knownas the di�usion approximation. Expliitly,f(!; �) = f0(!) + �f1(!) ; f0 = [1 + e(!���=kT )℄�1 ; (10)where f0 is the Fermi�Dira distribution funtion at equilibrium (T = Tmat,�� = �eq� ), with ! and �� being the neutrino energy and hemial potential,respetively. The main goal is to obtain a relation for f1 in terms of f0. Inthe di�usion approximation, one obtains [10℄f1 = �D(!) �e���f0�r � !e�� ���r �f0�! � : (11)The expliit form of the di�usion oe�ient D appearing above is given byD(!) = �j + 1�a + �s1��1 : (12)



3192 M. PrakashThe quantity j = ja + js, where ja is the emissivity and js is the satteringontribution to the soure term. The absorptivity is denoted by �a and �s1is the well-known transport opaity. Substituting�f0�r = ��T ����r + !T �T�r � �f0�! ; (13)where �� = ��=T is the neutrino degeneray parameter, in Eq. (11), weobtain f1 = �D(!)e�� �T ���r + !T e� �(T e�)�r ��� �f0�! � : (14)Thus, the energy-integrated lepton and energy �uxes areF� = � e��e��T 26�2 �D3 �(T e�)�r + (T e�)D2 ���r � ;H� = � e��e��T 36�2 �D4 �(T e�)�r + (T e�)D3 ���r � : (15)The oe�ientsD2, D3, andD4 are related to the energy-dependent di�usionoe�ient D(!) throughDn = 1Z0 dx xnD(!)f0(!)(1 � f0(!)) ; (16)where x = !=T . These di�usion oe�ients depend only on the mirophysisof the neutrino-matter interations (see �4 for details). The �uxes appearingin the above equations are for one partile speies. To inlude all six neutrinotypes, we rede�ne the di�usion oe�ients in Eq. (15):D2 = D�e2 +D��e2 ; D3 = D�e3 �D��e3 ; D4 = D�e4 +D��e4 + 4D��4 : (17)2.3. Flux limitersIn regions of small optial depth, di�usion odes an predit �uxes thatexeed the blak-body limit. To prevent this, the �uxes are orreted bya �ux limiter 3�(�), where �F = F�=N� and �H = H�=J� for the numberand energy �uxes, respetively. For the funtional form of �(�), both theLevermore & Pomraning [11℄ and the Bowers & Wilson [12℄ �ux-limitershave been tested. Only the outermost few mass shells are a�eted by thishoie whih does not make an appreiable di�erene in the overall evolutionor in the mean neutrino energies or luminosities.



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3193The struture equations (4) and (5) satisfy the boundary onditionsr(a = 0) = 0; m(a = 0) = 0;�(a = as) = 12 log �1� 2m(a = as)r(a = as) � ; P (a = as) = Ps ; (18)where as is the total number of baryons in the star, whih remains �xedduring the evolution, and Ps is the surfae pressure, whih is hosen tobe very small. Usually, results are insensitive to the exat value of Ps. Thetransport Eqs (7) and (9) also require boundary onditions. Both the energyand number �uxes must be zero at the enter. At the surfae, we may write�F = �n and �H = �e, where �n and �e are onstants hosen eah to be inthe range 0.4�0.6. The neutrino number and energy �uxes are insensitive tothe exat hoie of these onstants, due to the fat that the �uxes saturatenear the surfae and the values of Y� in the surfae region adjusts itself toompensate for small hanges in �n and �e.2.4. Neutrino luminositiesA fair representation of the signal in a terrestrial detetor an be foundfrom the time dependene of the total neutrino luminosity and average neu-trino energy together with an assumption of a Fermi�Dira spetrum withzero hemial potential. We will return to disuss the improvements nees-sary to obtain more aurate information about the spetra.The total neutrino luminosity is the time rate of hange of the star's grav-itational mass, and is therefore primarily a global property of the evolution.This luminosity, due to energy onservation, must also equalL� = e2�4�r2H� (19)at the edge of the star. This relation serves as a test of energy onservation,at least for all times greater than about 5 ms, when the star omes intoradiative equilibrium. For times greater than about 5 ms, initial transientsbeome quite small and the predited luminosities should be relatively au-rate ompared to full transport simulation. Estimate of the average energyof neutrinos is made from the temperature T� of the matter at the neutri-nosphere R� , de�ned to be the loation in the star where the �ux fator�H = 0:25. However, sine the spetrum may not be Fermi�Dira at theneutrinosphere, a di�usion sheme annot give a very preise value for theaverage energy. Comparing with better transport in this region, one �ndsthat the average energy hE�i � 3T� , where T� is a mass average in the out-ermost zone. Beause it is a globally determined quantity, the luminosityL� is neessarily more aurately determined than either R� or T� .



3194 M. Prakash3. The equation of stateThe masses and radii of neutron stars depend upon the matters' om-pressibility, the omposition of matter at high density, and the nulear sym-metry energy (e.g., [7℄). In the PNS problem, the �nite temperature as-pets of the EOS also play an important role. During the early evolutionthe entropy in the entral regions is moderately high, s � 1�2 (in unitsof Boltzmann's onstant), whih orrespond to temperatures in the rangeT = 20�50 MeV. These features may be explored by employing a �nite tem-perature �eld-theoretial model in whih the interations between baryonsare mediated by the exhange of �; !, and � mesons. The hadroni La-grangian density is given by [13℄LH = Xi Bi(�i��� � g!i�!� � g�i�b� � t�Mi + g�i�)Bi�14W��W �� + 12m2!!�!� � 14B��B�� + 12m2�b�b�+12������ � 12m2��2 � U(�) : (20)Here, B are the Dira spinors for baryons and t is the isospin operator.The sums inlude baryons i = n; p; �;�, and �. The �eld strength tensorsfor the ! and � mesons are W�� = ��!� � ��!� and B�� = ��b� � ��b�,respetively. The potential U(�) represents the self-interations of the salar�eld and is taken to be of the form [14℄U(�) = 13bMn(g�N�)3 + 14(g�N�)4 : (21)The partition funtion ZH for the hadroni degrees of freedom is evaluated inthe mean �eld approximation. The total partition funtion Ztotal = ZHZL,where ZL is the standard noninterating partition funtion of the leptons.Using Ztotal, the thermodynami quantities an be obtained in the standardway. The additional onditions needed to obtain a solution are provided bythe harge neutrality requirement, and, when neutrinos are trapped, the setof equilibrium hemial potential relations required by the general ondition�i = bi�n � qi(�l � ��`) ; (22)where bi is the baryon number of partile i and qi is its harge. The in-trodution of additional variables, the neutrino hemial potentials, requiresadditional onstraints, whih we supply by �xing the lepton frations, YL`,appropriate for onditions prevailing in the evolution of the PNS. In additionto models ontaining only nuleoni degrees of freedom (GM1np & GM3np)



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3195we investigate models that allow for the presene of hyperons (GM1npH &GM3npH). For the determination of the various oupling onstants appear-ing in ZH see [7℄.Thermal e�ets ontribute only modestly to the total pressure. Thepressure is dominated from e�ets of interations and degeneray at highdensity. While the di�erenes between lepton rih and lepton poor matterfor the np models are negligible, signi�ant di�erenes arise in models withhyperons. When the eletron neutrino fration is large, their presene in-hibits the appearane of hyperons. Note however, that a large hyperoniomponent at high density in the neutrino free ase signi�antly softens theEOS [7℄. This softening with dereasing lepton number will lead to om-pression during the deleptonization epoh. Hene, there exists a window ofinitial masses for whih the star beomes unstable to gravitational ollapseduring deleptonization. The maximum masses supported at low tempera-ture and for lepton poor matter are signi�antly smaller than for hot andlepton rih matter.Finite temperature properties of matter at high density in�uene thedi�usion of neutrinos espeially through the spei� heat. Neutrino meanfree paths are strongly temperature dependent (see �4) and the ambientmatter temperature ontrols the di�usion of neutrinos to a large extent. Inthe left panel of Fig. 2, we show the matter temperature at �xed entropyper baryon as a funtion of the baryon density to ontrast the behaviorobserved in models with and without hyperons. The trends observed in thenp models are similar while the di�erenes between np and npH models arevery signi�ant. The appearane of hyperons inreases the low temperaturespei� heat. This generally favors lower temperatures during the evolutionfor the npH models, all else being equal. This is beause, in harge neutraland beta-equilibrated matter, bulk of the entropy resides in the baryons [7℄.Under degenerate situations (T=EFi � 1), this result may be understoodfrom the relation that onnets the temperature and baryoni entropy (orspei� heat) through the onentrations (Yi = ni=n):�2Ts = (3�2nB)2=3Pi Y 1=3i qM?2i + k2Fi ) 8>>><>>>: (3�2nB)2=3Pi Y 1=3i M?i for M?i � kFi(3�2nB)1=3Pi Y 2=3i for M?i � kFi ; (23)where kFi = (3�2nBYi)1=3 are the Fermi momenta. For the temperaturesof interest here, and partiularly with inreasing density, the above relationprovides an aurate representation of the exat results for entropies perbaryon even up to s = 2. The behavior with density of both the onen-trations and e�etive masses ontrols the temperatures for a �xed s. In the



3196 M. Prakashabsene of any variation with M?i , a system with more omponents at agiven baryon density has a smaller temperature than a system with feweromponents (reall that Pi Yi = 1). E�etive masses that rapidly dropwith density oppose this behavior and lead to larger temperatures. The fatthat the temperatures are smaller in the presene of hyperons than thosein nuleons-only matter attests to the predominant e�et of onentrations.Note that the di�erenes between the temperatures for the ases with andwithout hyperons are larger than those obtained by using di�erent modelsfor the individual ases.However, the appearane of hyperons also leads to higher entral den-sities due to softening; this ats to ompensate for the higher spei� heatin npH models. In addition, the larger neutrino hemial potentials in npHmodels generate larger entropies during the deleptonization epoh; this alsoats to inrease the entral temperature in these models. Results learlyshow that despite the signi�ant di�erenes seen in Fig. 2 the maximumentral temperatures reahed in the both np and npH models are nearlyequal due to the above mentioned feedbaks.The lepton hemial potentials in�uene the deleptonization epoh. Fornp models a lower nulear symmetry energy favors a larger �e fration andhas little e�et on the e� fration at Yl = 0:4. Models with hyperons lead tosigni�antly larger ��e and lower �e, both of whih in�uene the di�usion of

Fig. 2. Left: Temperatures attained in lepton-poor (left) and lepton-rih (right)matter at �nite entropy as a funtion of baryon density nB (n0 is the nulearequilibrium density). The symbol np refers to matter with nuleons-only and npHto matter inluding hyperons. Right: Binding energy as a funtion of baryon mass.The symbol np refers to matter with nuleons-only and npH to matter inludinghyperons at T=0 and Y�=0.



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3197eletron neutrinos. The eletron hemial potentials in neutrino free matterare redued to a greater extent by hanges in omposition and symmetryenergy as there are no neutrinos to ompensate for hanges in �̂ = �n � �p.The binding energy (B.E.), whih is a global aspet of the energetis, isthe di�erene between baryoni and gravitational masses, and is an impor-tant observational parameter beause nearly 99% of it appears as radiatedneutrino energy. The rate of hange of binding is essentially the total neu-trino luminosity. Figure 2 displays B.E. versus baryoni mass for the modelsonsidered here. There exists a universal empirial relationship between theB.E. and the mass [7, 15℄:B:E: = (MB �MG)2 ' (0:065 � 0:01) (MB=M�)2 M� : (24)This universality is not greatly altered by the presene of signi�ant softeningdue to the presene of hyperons, kaons or quarks. Sine nearly all of the B.E.is released in the form of neutrinos, an aurate measurement of the totalneutrino energy will lead to a good estimate of the remnant mass. However,as the results of Fig. 2 show, it will not be possible to distinguish the variousEOSs from the total B.E. alone.4. Neutrino-matter interation ratesOne of the important mirophysial inputs in PNS simulations is theneutrino opaity at supra-nulear density [4, 16�20℄. Although it was real-ized over a deade ago that the e�ets due to degeneray and strong inter-ations signi�antly alter the neutrino mean free paths, it is only reentlythat detailed alulations have beome available [21�28℄. The sattering andabsorption reations that ontribute to the neutrino opaity are�e +B ! e� +B0 ; ��e +B ! e+ +B0 ; (25)�X +B ! �X +B0 ; �X + e� ! �X + e� ; (26)where the sattering reations are ommon to all neutrino speies and thedominant soure of opaity for the eletron neutrinos is due to the hargedreation. The weak interation rates in hot and dense matter are modi�eddue to many in-medium e�ets. The most important of these are:(1) Composition: The neutrino mean free paths depend sensitively on theomposition whih is sensitive to the nature of strong interations.First, the di�erent degeneraies of the di�erent Fermions determinesthe single-pair response due to Pauli bloking. Seond, neutrinos ou-ple di�erently to di�erent baryoni speies; onsequently, the net rateswill depend on the individual onentrations.



3198 M. Prakash(2) In-medium dispersion relations: At high density, the single-partilespetra are signi�antly modi�ed from their noninterating forms dueto e�ets of strong interations. Interating matter features smallere�etive baryon masses and energy shifts relative to non-interatingmatter.(3) Correlations: Repulsive partile�hole interations and Coulomb inter-ations generally result in a sreened dieletri response and also leadto olletive exitations in matter. These e�ets may be alulated us-ing the Random Phase Approximation (RPA), in whih ring diagramsare summed to all orders. Model alulations [21,23,25,29�34℄ indiatethat at high density the neutrino ross setions are suppressed rela-tive to the ase in whih these e�ets are ignored. In addition, theseorrelations enhane the average energy transfer in neutrino�nuleonollisions. Improvements in determining the many-body dynami formfator and assessing the role of partile�partile interations in densematter at �nite temperature are neessary before the full e�ets ofmany-body orrelations may be asertained.(4) Axial harge renormalization: In dense matter, the axial harge ofthe baryons is renormalized [35�37℄, whih alters the neutrino�baryonouplings from their vauum values. Sine the axial ontribution to thesattering and absorption reations is typially three times larger thanthe vetor ontributions, small hanges in the axial vetor ouplingonstants signi�antly a�et the ross setions. The alulation of thisrenormalization requires a theoretial approah whih treats the pionand hiral symmetry breaking expliitly. So far, this has been done inisospin symmetri nulear matter [38℄, but not for neutron matter orfor beta-equilibrated neutron star matter. Substantial redutions maybe expeted in the �-matter ross setions from this in-medium e�et.(5) Multi-Pair exitations: Neutrinos an also exite many-partile statesin an interating system, inverse bremsstrahlung being an exampleof a two-partile exitation [39℄. These exitations provide an e�ientmeans of transferring energy between the neutrinos and baryons whihare potentially signi�ant in low-density matter. However, multigroupneutrino transport will be needed to inlude this e�et. In addition,suh alulations require soure terms for neutrino proesses suh asbremsstrahlung and neutrino pair prodution. The latter proess hasbeen aurately treated in [40℄.



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3199The relative importane of the various e�ets desribed above on neu-trino transport is only beginning to be studied systematially. As a �rststep, we will fous on e�ets due to modi�ations (1) through (3) above.

Fig. 3. Neutrino mean free paths in matter with nuleons only (left panels). Rightpanels show ratios of mean free paths in matter without and with hyperons. Ab-sissa is baryon density nB (n0 is the nulear equilibrium density). Top panelsshow sattering mean free paths ommon to all neutrino speies. The bottom pan-els show results for eletron neutrino mean free paths where absorption reationsare inluded. The neutrino ontent is labelled in the di�erent panels.Under degenerate onditions even modest hanges to the ompositionsigni�antly alter the neutrino sattering and absorption mean free paths.In Fig. 3, the neutrino sattering and absorption mean free paths are shown



3200 M. Prakashfor models GM3np and GM3npH relevant to the deleptonization and oolingepohs. The top panels show the sattering mean free paths ommon to allneutrino speies in neutrino free matter. The sattering mean free pathsfor thermal neutrinos (E� = �T ) is shown in the left panel for varioustemperatures. To study the in�uene of hyperons, the ratio of the �np=�npHis shown in the right panels. The presene of hyperons signi�antly inreasethe sattering ross setions, by a fator � (2�3). Similar results for theabsorption ross setions are shown in the lower panels for YL = 0:4. Againwe notie a signi�ant enhanement (right panel) when hyperons appear,the fator here ould be as large as 5.

Fig. 4. Left: Charged urrent inverse neutrino mean free paths versus temperature.Right: Comparison of sattering mean free paths in neutrino poor matter at �xedentropy for di�erent EOSs in matter ontaining nuleons and also hyperon.During the deleptonization stage, lepton number transport is sensitive toharged urrent reations whih dominate sattering reations. At zero tem-perature, harged urrent reations � +n$ e+ p depend sensitively on theproton fration Yp [41℄. Kinemati restritions require Yp to be larger than11�14% (diret Ura threshold). At early times, a �nite neutrino hemialpotential favors a large Yp throughout the star, whih enables these rea-tions to proeed without any hindrane. Toward the late stages, however, Ypdereases with dereasing �� and harged urrent reations may be naivelyexpeted to beome inoperative. The threshold density for the harged ur-rent reation when �� = 0 and T = 0 depends sensitively on the densitydependene of the nulear symmetry energy. In �eld-theoretial models, inwhih the symmetry energy is largely given by ontributions due to �-meson



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3201exhange, the ritial density is typially nB = 2 � 3n0. However, �nitetemperatures favor larger Yp's and inrease the average neutrino energy en-abling the harged urrent reations to proeed even below these densities.Figure 4 shows that this is the ase even at relatively low temperatures(T � 3�5) MeV for a baryon density nB = 0:15 fm�3. The sharp rise withtemperature, whih ours even for Y� = 0, learly indiates that this re-ation dominates the �e opaity even during the late deleptonization era.Thus, harged urrent reations annot be simply turned o� when the neu-trino hemial potential beomes small enough as was done in prior PNSsimulations [4℄.The EOS and neutrino mean free paths are intimately related, whih isbest illustrated by omparing the results shown in Fig. 3 with those shownin Fig. 4. Composition and the baryon e�etive masses in�uene both theneutrino mean free paths and the matter's spei� heat. Hyperons dereasethe neutrino mean free paths at onstant temperature (Fig. 3). This trendis reversed at onstant entropy due to the signi�antly lower temperaturesfavored in npH matter. Similar e�ets are apparent when we ompare npmodels with di�erent baryon e�etive masses. At a onstant temperature,the larger e�etive mass in model GM3np favors larger ross setions, whileat onstant entropy this trend is again reversed due to the lower tempera-tures favored by the larger spei� heat.The di�usion oe�ients are alulated using Eq. (16) with the rosssetions disussed above. The di�usion oe�ients D2;D3, and D4 are fun-tions of nB, T , and Y�e .5. Results and disussionNeutrino emission from PNS's depends on many stellar properties, in-luding the mass; initial entropy, lepton fration and density pro�les; andneutrino opaities. Pons et al. [10℄ arried out a detailed study of the depen-dene of neutrino emission on PNS harateristis. They veri�ed the generiresults of Burrows & Lattimer [4℄ that both neutrino luminosities and aver-age energies inreased with inreasing mass (see Fig. 5). In addition, theyfound that variations in initial entropy and lepton fration pro�les in theouter regions of the PNS aused only transient (lasting a few tenths of aseond) variations in neutrino luminosities and energies. Variations in theentral lepton fration and entropy were found to produe modest hangesin neutrino luminosities that persisted to late times. The entral values oflepton fration and entropy are established during ore ollapse, and will de-pend upon the initial properties of the star as well as the EOS and neutrinotransport during the ollapse.
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Fig. 5. Left: The evolution of the neutrino average energy and total neutrinoluminosity is ompared for several assumed PNS baryon masses and EOSs. TheEOSs in the left panels ontain only baryons and leptons while those in the rightpanels also ontain hyperons. Right: The regions of PNS whih are unstable toonvetion by the Ledoux�Shwarzshild riterion as a funtion of time are shownas shaded areas. Two EOSs are ompared: without hyperons (top panel) and withhyperons (bottom panel).Properties of the dense matter EOS that a�et PNS evolution inludethe ompressibility, symmetry energy, spei� heat, and omposition. Ponset al. [10℄ employed a �eld theoretial EOS [7℄, with whih the results due tosome di�erenes in stellar size (due to variations in nulear interations) andomposition were studied. Some results are summarized in Fig. 5. Overall,both the average energies and luminosities of stars ontaining hyperons werelarger ompared to those without. In addition, for stars without hyperons,those stars with smaller radii had higher average emitted neutrino energy,although the predited luminosities for early times (t < 10 s) were insensitiveto radii. This result only holds if the opaities are alulated onsistentlywith eah EOS [24,25℄; otherwise rather larger variations in evolutions wouldhave been found [20, 27℄. The same held true for models whih allowed forthe presene of hyperons, exept when the initial proto�neutron star masswas signi�antly larger than the maximum mass for old, atalyzed matter.Another new result was that the average emitted neutrino energy of all�avors inreased during the �rst 5 seonds of evolution, and then dereasednearly linearly with time. For times larger than about 10 seonds, and



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3203prior to the ourrene of neutrino transpareny, the neutrino luminositiesdeayed exponentially with a time onstant that was sensitive to the high-density properties of matter. Signi�ant variations in neutrino emissionourred beyond 10 seonds: it was found that neutrino luminosities werelarger during this time for stars with smaller radii and with the inlusion ofhyperons in the matter. Finally, signi�ant regions of the stars appeared tobeome onvetively unstable during the evolution (see Fig. 5), as severalworks have found [42�45℄.5.1. In�uene of many-body orrelationsThe main e�et of the larger mean free paths produed by RPA orre-tions [25℄ is that the inner ore deleptonizes more quikly. In turn, the max-ima in entral temperature and entropy are reahed on shorter timesales.In addition, the faster inrease in thermal pressure in the ore slows theompression assoiated with the deleptonization stage, although after 10 sthe net ompressions of all models onverge.The relatively large, early, hanges in the entral thermodynami vari-ables do not, however, translate into similarly large e�ets on observablessuh as the total neutrino luminosity and the average radiated neutrinoenergy, relative to the baseline simulation. The luminosities for the dif-ferent models are shown as a funtion of time in Fig. 6. The left panelshows the early time development in detail. The exploratory models agreewith the results reported in [27, 28℄. However, the magnitude of the e�etswhen full RPA orretions are applied is somewhat redued ompared tothe exploratory models. It is espeially important that at and below nu-lear density, the orretions due to orrelations are relatively small. Sineinformation from the inner ore is transmitted only by the neutrinos, thetime sale to propagate any high density e�et to the neutrinosphere is theneutrino di�usion time sale. Sine the neutrinosphere is at a density ap-proximately 1/100 of nulear density, and large orrelation orretions ouronly above 1/3 nulear density where nulei disappear, we �nd that orre-lation orretions alulated here have an e�et at the neutrinosphere onlyafter 1.5 s. Moreover, the RPA suppresion we have alulated is onsider-ably smaller than those reported in [27, 28℄, reahing a maximum of about30% after 5 s, ompared to a luminosity inrease of 50% after only 2 s. How-ever, the orretions are still very important during the longer-term oolingstage (see Fig. 6), and result in a more rapid onset of neutrino transparenyompared to the Hartree results.
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Fig. 6. Left: The upper panel shows the total emitted neutrino luminosity for thePNS evolutions desribed in Reddy et al. [25℄. The lower panel shows the ratioof the luminosities obtained in the three models whih ontain orretions to thebaseline (Hartree approximation) model. Right: Emitted neutrino luminosity forlong-term PNS evolutions. 6. OutlookI turn now to physis issues whih merit further attention. The readeris urged to supplement this list with his or her own items.6.1. Dynami struture funtions from mirosopi alulationsNeutrino properties of astrophysial interest depend ruially on the na-ture of the exitation spetrum of the nulear medium to spin and spin�isospin probes. The exited states are very di�erent depending upon whetheror not interations in the medium onserve spin and spin�isospin. The im-portane of tensor orrelations in the medium is thus lear, sine they breakthe onservation laws. Friman & Maxwell [46℄ �rst emphasized the impor-tane of tensor orrelations in the proess�e + n+ n! e� + p+ n ; (27)



Neutrino Interations in Dense Matter 3205and noted that their neglet underestimates the rate of �e absorption byas muh as an order of magnitude. In their study, they used a hard oredesription of the short range orrelations and a one pion exhange model forthe medium and long range ones. Sawyer & Soni [47℄ and Haensel & Jerzak[48℄, who used additional orrelations based on a Reid soft ore potential,on�rmed that large redutions were possible in degenerate matter for non-degenerate neutrinos.Sine these earlier works, many-body alulations have vastly improved(e.g. [49℄) and have been well-tested against data on light nulei and nu-lear matter. Muh better tensor orrelations are now available, so thatwe may better pin down the rate of absorption due to the above proess.Detailed alulations to inlude arbitrary matter and neutrino degeneraiesenountered in many astrophysial appliations are neessary.6.2. Coherent sattering in novel phases of matterA �rst order phase transition at high baryon density implies that a mixedphase an oupy a signi�ant region of the interior of a neutron star [50℄.Reddy, Bertsh & Prakash [26℄ have reently investigated the e�et of adroplet phase on neutrino transport inside the ore. The oherent satter-ing of neutrinos o� the large weak harge in the droplets greatly inreases theneutrino opaity of the mixed phase. The redution of the mean free pathompared to that in pure neutron matter ould be as large as one to twoorders of magnitude. The presene of a �rst order phase transition is thuslikely to have a dramati and disernible e�et on the temporal harater-istis of supernova neutrino light urves. It would be interesting to explorethe e�ets arising from a �rst order phase transition during the evolution ofa PNS. This entails a delineation of the mixed phase inluding the possibleexistene of more ompliated strutures than simple droplets. These stud-ies will provide ontrasts with those in whih normal nuleoni matter andhyperoni matter were onsidered.6.3. �� and K� Dispersion relations through �-nuleus reationsThe experimental program that would do the most to illuminate the-oretial issues permeating neutrino interations in dense matter would bestudies of neutrino reations on heavy nulei, the only diret way of prob-ing the matrix elements of the axial urrent in nulear matter. Pioneeringsuggestions in this regard have been put forth by Sawyer & Soni [51, 52℄,Erison [53℄, and Sawyer [54℄. The basi idea is to detet positively hargedleptons (�+ or e+) produed in inlusive experiments�� +X ! �+ (or e+) + �� (or K�) +X (28)



3206 M. Prakashwhih is kinematially made possible when the in-medium �� or K� disper-sion relation �nds support in spae-like regions. The sharp peaks at forwardangles in the di�erential ross setion versus lepton momentum survive the100�200 MeV width in the inoming GeV or so neutrinos from aeleratorexperiments. Calulations of the bakground from quasi-elasti reationsindiate that the signal would be easily detetable.6.4. Reli neutrinos from past supernovae and osmologial modelsType II supernovae have ourred everywhere in the universe sine galax-ies began to form. The di�use neutrino bakground from suh supernovae,the so-alled reli neutrinos, thus o�er an opportunity to look bak into os-mologial evolution [55, 56℄. The Super-Kamiokande detetor is urrentlyin a position to reord reli ��e's up to 50 MeV or so. Comparisons withtheoretial preditions are, however, neessary to disentangle osmologialinformation from harateristis that are solely due spetral features of su-pernova neutrinos, whih depend both on the progenitor star mass and therange of possible PNS masses. An equally important fator is the supernovaformation rate, whih in turn depends on the initial mass funtion of starsapable of produing ore ollapse supernovae. Expliitly, the di�erential�ux of reli supernova ��e's at the present epoh is given bydF�dq =  0Zz dz RSN (z)dN(q(1 + z))dq (1 + z) dtdz ; (29)where  is a onstant, z is the redshift, q is the neutrino energy, RSN (z) isthe supernova formation rate, dN(q(1 + z))=dq is a weighted average of thenumber of neutrinos of energy q per unit q, and the fator dt=dz aountsfor the osmologial evolution. Estimates of the reli �ux performed todate [57�62℄ have foused on the unertainties stemming from those residingin the fators RSN and dt=dz. The supernova formation rate at the presenttime, derived from observed supernovae, radio pulsar data, statistis onstellar types and nuleosynthesis, is unertain, lying in the range 0.02�0.1 peryear per galaxy. There is also unertainty onerning its z dependene. Theosmologial evolution, studied through the Friedmann equation, depends onboth 
0 (= �0=�, � being the matter energy density) and the osmologialonstant �, with weak sensitivity to �. The weighted average of the neutrinonumber spetrum per unit energy has been dedued from ref. [57℄, and istypially assumed to be Fermi�Dira in harater.Luminosities issuing from PNS's show great sensitivity to the PNS massand the dense matter EOS. The energy spetra will depend upon details ofneutrino transport both in the di�usive and semi-transparent regimes. Thus,
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